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Introduction (1) 

• WSP instructed to generate an evidence-based synthesis
report to

• ‘Inform regulatory considerations of climate change impacts 
and adaptation for waste deposit, landfill and land 

contamination.’

• The Environment Agency (EA2025) seek to be a leader on 
climate adaptation and resilience.

• To assist in the development of an informed and consistent
approach to accounting for future climate change

• The work is to support assessments and contribute to the 
Environment Agency’s work on

• Water Quality, Groundwater and Land Contamination

• Nuclear Decommissioning and Clean-up programme,

• Nuclear Outcome Plan
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Introduction (2) 

• This report is a ‘starting point’

• Future phases will be needed.

• Geographical domain has been England.

• Intended to assist decisions to address timescales of up to 1,000 years.

• The land systems under consideration
• Contaminated land

• Waste recovery on land, or deposit for recovery, when a party uses waste material instead of 
non-waste material to perform a function.

• Landfill sites, areas of land in or on which waste is deposited as a disposal. 

• All are presumed to be at or near surface. i.e., at the surface or down to tens of metres.

• In respect to near-surface deposits, facilities and landfills they may use the geology (rock 
structure) to provide an environmental safety function, but some may rely on 
Engineered Barrier Systems (EBS).
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The Parties 

Ford Environmental Services 

https://naturalresourceswales.gov.uk/?lang=en
https://sobra.org.uk/
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Today's Presentation

• To provide some context
• To share the key findings and identified 

vulnerabilities and needs

• Specific topics will include: 

Timescales

A systematic 
approach

Something 
practical • Not going to talk about……..

• Climate models /scenarios
• Sea level change and specific 

vulnerabilities
• Modelling solutions 
• Coastal change and response 
• Engineered barrier response 
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Context (1) – potential impacts

• Increased contaminant mobility - solubility, viscosity, volatility, 
etc

• MNA success?

• Pathway interruption e.g. PRB, EBS etc

• Clay caps, overlying soils vulnerable to desiccation, fissuring 

• Cover soils subject to increased erosion = exposure of 
membranes more rapid (oxidation, shrinkage etc)

• >1,200 coastal landfills in England

• 10% could start to erode by 2055

• Limited assessememt of pollution eroded mass

• Seawater intrusion – mobilise inorganic contamination?

Etc Etc Etc
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UNEP, 2019

Emissions of 
GHGs have 
continued to rise 
at an average of 
1.5% per year in 
the last decade 

2 °C = 25% 
reduction in 
emissions by 
2030

1.5 °C = 55% 
reduction in 
emissions by 
2030

EA, 2021 
3rd Adaptation 
Report.

Environmental 
regulation is 
not yet ready 
for a changing 
climate. 

Climate change 
will exacerbate
risks from (and 
to) regulated 
industries.

‘high severity’ 
and ‘high 
urgency’ threats 
identified 
including to 
waste deposit, 
landfill and 
legacy 
contaminated 
land

Context (2) – the emergency and 
the current address

COP26, 2021

Net zero by 2050 
to keep 1.5 °C 
degrees of 
warming within 
reach

IPCC, 2022 

Dire warning that 
the world faces 
unavoidable 
multiple climate 
hazards over the 
next two decades 
with global 
warming of 1.5°C 
(2.7°F)
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Inevitably 
transformational 
changes in 
society will be 
required

An 
understanding 
of 
vulnerability is
needed

Need to be able 
to identify, 
prioritise and 
develop a 
framework 
change in the 
regular 
assessment of 
risks for 
adaptation

Context (3) – what is needed?

An 
understanding of 
scale and 
timescales is 
needed

An ‘impact-specific’ approach is based on the logic of planning. Given a set of 
needs, what actions are needed, and which have highest priority?
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The Report 
Runs to 500 pages, 34 recommendations (grouped and scored) 

• What are the timescales that we should be considering and why?
• What climate change projections and models are available over this 

same period and how can they be accessed?
• Are reliable coastal change models available, and what are the next 

steps?
• Can we apply case studies to identify current learning and 

vulnerabilities to climate change?
• By interrogating current models can we identify sensitivities and 

how they may be pragmatically managed?
• Can we propose a systematic approach to deliver better consistency 

to the assessment and identification of vulnerabilities?
• What do we consider to be the priority vulnerabilities/adverse 

impacts?
• How may we handle uncertainties in future assessments?
• What should the assessment cycle maybe look like?
• The development of modelling practices
• In respect of adaptation what are the likely impacts on Engineered 

Barrier Systems and liners?

• Coastal adaptation
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Key findings(1)

• Existing approaches to CC assessment are generally limited.

• Radioactive waste disposal operators tend to quantify future changes to 
pollutant linkages using site-specific detailed models more than operators of 
conventional landfill or owners of land contamination problems. 

• The project did not identify an assessment of land contamination that took 
account of climate change.

• No evidence has been uncovered suggestive of routine assessment to periods 
beyond 2100.

• No singular repository/listing of potential adverse effects has been identified to 
guide assessors or reviewers, → responsibility for identifying potential adverse 
impacts placed on the assessor.

• No direction given towards which climate scenario an assessor should 
consider? 
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Key Findings(2) 

But… Common elements do exist, including a need for

• Risk-based, proportionate process 

• Incorporating adaptive management and ongoing reviews. 

• A tiered approach already forms the basis of the UK risk 
assessment doctrine. It would be consistent and logical that a 
tiered approach also be followed when addressing climate 
change impacts

• Focus should not be upon reinvention but rather orchestrating 
change and marketing the expectation of its urgent inclusion in 
assessments i.e. a policy requirement
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A Key Point

• An aspiration must be  to avoid a future of overly precautionary 
regulation and undue cost burden on problem holders. 

• An assessor should not seek to overengineer a site at the cost of an 
unsustainable environmental footprint in fear of an inflated risk. 

• Decisions should be based on a scientific examination of the issue.

• Need for justification and optimisation.

• Any intervention must seek to balance risk and sustainability. 

EVOLVING AREA OF GUIDANCE AND POLICY
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So Something Credible………Timescales

Q - What are the timescales that we should be considering and why?

• Existing variability in the approach to timescales

• Timescales should not be prescriptive/arbitrary – context driven. 

• They should be based on the nature of the hazard i.e., led by scale and 
magnitude of the problem. 

• Limitations of many assessment-ready datasets – projection timeframe

Assessment context 
should be explicit not 

implicitly assumed 
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So Something Credible ……… A systematic approach (1)  

Q - Can we propose a systematic approach to deliver better 
consistency to the assessment and identification of vulnerabilities?

• The responsibility and onus for identifying relevant adverse impacts 
is placed on the assessor. 

• Inconsistent approaches may evolve without the delivery of 
informed direction. 

• A starting point and way forward for the development of 
individual impact assessments is required.

• Such a framework must not be onerous but proportionate and 
flexible to the scale, setting and complexity of a site (see assessment 
context). 

• A modified FEP list ONE such starting point for both assessors and 
regulators in the assessment of more complex cases 
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So Something Credible…….. A systematic approach (2)  

• Compiled by the NEA in the 1990s - lists and databases of 
features, events and processes (FEPs) that may affect 
safety performance

• “Features” are physical components of a system and or 
environment being assessed.

• “Events” are dynamic interactions among features that 
occur over time periods e.g. coastal disruption of a landfill or 
contaminated soils

• "Processes" are issues or dynamic interactions among 
features that generally occur over a significant proportion of 
the assessment timeframe and may occur over the whole of 
this timeframe e.g. climate change.

• Events and processes may be coupled to one another (i.e. 
may influence one another) e.g. climate change may 
influence infiltration and groundwater flows.
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So Something Credible……… A systematic approach (3)  

• 268 FEPs (including FEP groups and subgroups) are contained 
within version 3.0 of the IFEP List. 

• But  they are a further starting point 

• relevant to land contamination, near surface waste deposit and 
landfill on the timescales of <1,000yrs

• provide an audit to check the completeness of scenarios, 
conceptual models 

• Tiered approach  Level 1 categories into 3+
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SOURCE RELATED FEPS
IFEP Codes 2 

Changes in Contaminant 
Inventory    

IFEP Code 2.1.1

Saturation/desaturation 
IFEP Code 2.3.2.1

Landfill or Engineered 
Barrier Design factors  

IFEP Code 3

Buffer/backfill Characteristics   
IFEP Code 3.1.1

Alteration (with time)   
IFEP Code 3.2.4.5

Hydraulic/hydrogeological 
processes and conditions in 

wastes and EBS 
IFEP Code 2.1.8

Biological /Biogeochemical 
processes and conditions in 

wastes and EBS 
IFEP Code 2.1.10

Assessment Context 

LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4 + PROJECT SPECIFIC FEPS 

• Changes in the physical and chemical properties of contaminants may arise with future changes in climate and hence changes in  partitioning  fate and 
transport may arise e.g., solubility and volatilities may change. Chemical Content FEP 2.2.1.2

• The saturation / desaturation of a waste mass or a contaminated soil governs the availability of water to dissolve and transport contaminants. The 
presence and movement of water can also influence the physical, chemical, and biological evolution of materials within a waste mass, including any 
immobilisation matrix. 

• Changes in Buffer/backfill degradation processes induced by climate change for example with additional waters and changing geochemistry. 

• Alteration may influence the effectiveness of an EBS. Alteration may change the porosity and permeability distribution of the barriers. 
• Potentially, some alteration reactions could produce pathways through the EBS, via which fluids (such as liquid water, non-aqueous liquids and gases) 

might flow. 
• Movement of such fluids could transport contaminants to the biosphere. Other alteration reactions could decrease the porosity and / or permeability of 

the EBS. Possibly, some alteration reactions could seal previously existing pathways via which fluids might otherwise flow. 
• Changes in contaminant release rates, fate and transport may arise with changes in flux and affect the performance of EBS
• Change in reaction kinetics 

• Failure of drainage system 
• Failure of cut-off walls 
• Failure of cap/cover 
• pH change
• Increased Infiltration and movement of fluids in the waste
• Resaturation/desaturation of a waste or its components
• Increased groundwater levels and waste saturation leading to increased leaching 
• Bathtubbing (the rise of leachate level in waste)
• Fracturing of concrete components 
• Changes in effect of cap, cover, and backfill 
• Influence of climate change 
• Influence of saline intrusion 

• surface discharge ( when leachate appears at the ground surface

• Change in microbial rates may be caused by change in future temperatures
• Change in microbial communities may caused by change meteoric inputs and future infiltration (aerobic/anaerobic conditions) 
• Changes in natural attenuation rates may arise affecting contaminant mobility 

WASTE FORM 
[SOURCE]    

IFEP Code 2.1

Hydraulic Processes [waste 
package, SOURCE]

IFEP Code 2.3.2

Waste Package 
[source] Changes 

within
IFEP Code 2.3

Repository/
landfillCharacteristics 

IFEP Code 3.1 

Repository/Landfill 
Processes

IFEP Code 3.2

Chemical Processes
IFEP Code 3.2.4

Example Source FEPs
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GEOSHERE RELATED 
FEPS

IFEP Codes 4  

Water Mediated Migration 
IFEP Code 4.3.1

Advection  
IFEP Code 4.3.1.1

Dispersion   
IFEP Code 4.3.1.2

Diffusion    
IFEP Code 4.3.1.3

Speciation and Solubility     
IFEP Code 4.3.1.6

Sorption and Desorption      
IFEP Code 4.3.1.6

Assessment Context 

LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4 + PROJECT SPECIFIC FEPS 

• With future climate changes e.g., changes to recharge then groundwater fluxes may change affecting hydraulic gradients and rates of dispersion. 
• With future climate changes e.g., changes to recharge then solubility and sorption equilibria may change affecting dissolved concentrations 
• Organic matter decays more rapidly at higher temperatures, so soils in warmer climates tend to contain less organic matter than those in cooler climates. 

Fraction organic carbon is an important parameter in modelling the sorption and retardation of contaminants

Contaminant Migration 
Geopshere 

IFEP code 4.3

Example Pathway FEPs
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RECEPTER RELATED 
FEPS

IFEP Codes 5  

Near Surface Aquifers and 
water bearing units 

IFEP Code 5.1.4

Terrestrial Surface Water 
Bodies  

IFEP Code 5.1.5

Wetlands  
IFEP Code 5.1.5.1

Lakes and Rivers   
IFEP Code 5.1.5.2

Spring and Discharge Zones    
IFEP Code 5.1.5.3

Human Characteristics and 
behaviour    

IFEP Code 5.2

Contaminant migration 
(Biosphere)    

IFEP Code 5.3

Assessment Context 

LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4 + PROJECT SPECIFIC FEPS 

• Change in demand and use may arise with climate change 

Coastal features  
IFEP Code 5.1.6

• Coastal change with climate response may introduce new pathways of exposure 

Climate and weather 
IFEP Code 5.1.1

• Climate and weather will determine the availability and quality of surface water resources, and thus the demands of the local community on potential 
contaminated near surface aquifers to extract water for irrigation, bathing and ingestion. 

• Climatic conditions will also influence the nature of the crops that can grow. 
• Climate and weather may influence other behaviours of both humans and non-human biota, such as time spent outdoors, and even diet. 

• All these factors will influence the migration of and exposure to any repository-derived contaminants that might reach the biosphere.

• Habits and behaviours may change under a changing climate affecting exposure frequencies and durations.  Other level 4 sub FEPS exist here. 

• This FEP relates to groundwater, potentially containing repository-derived contaminants, discharging from the geosphere into the biosphere via the geosphere-
biosphere interface zone (GBIZ). The nature of the GBIZ will vary depending upon site-specific geological, hydrological and climatic factors.

• Streams, rivers and lakes often act as boundaries on the hydrogeological system. They usually represent a significant source of dilution for materials (including 
contaminants) entering these systems, but in hot dry environments or with future increased probabilities of higher drought frequency and duration, where 
evaporation dominates, concentration is possible. Discharge points for groundwater are often found at the margin or base of surface-water bodies. Springs are 
also discharge points where the water table intersects the surface and groundwater flows out into the surface environment.

• Change in controlled water receptor may arise with future climate change
• Dilution capacity in receiving waters may change 

Water mediated Migration to 
Biosphere

IFEP Code 5.3.1 

Surface Environment
IFEP Code 5.1  

Community Characteristics
IFEP Code 5.2.2 

Community Type 
IFEP 5.2.2.1

Water Sources used 
IFEP 5.2.2.3

Community Location  
IFEP 5.2.2.2

Groundwater discharge to 
Biosphere  

IFEP 5.3.1.1

Migration with surfac eWater 
bodies 

IFEP 5.2.3.3
• The migration of any repository-derived contaminants in dissolved or particulate form in surface water bodies such as rivers, lakes and seas.

Exposure Factors     
IFEP Code 5.4

• The processes and conditions that directly affect the health or give rise to other impacts on human beings and the environment from given concentrations of any 
repository/landfill/contaminated land  derived contaminants in environmental media.

Various 
IFEP Codes 5.4.1 to 5.4.3

Example Receptor FEPs
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• Reduced list could be developed further

• Application should be proportionate to the problem 
– an audit tool 

• Simply part of an overall assessment cycle 

20

FEPs or other…… 
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• Development of a robust CSM

• In delivery of any risk assessments 
foremost is to ensure model 
describes and reflects the CSM

• BUT can a commonality be identified 
to direct interim and next steps

Something more concrete for NOW…. 

Contaminant Fluxes 

from Hydraulic 

Containment Landfills

The Remedial Targets 

Methodology (RTM)

Q - By interrogating current models can we identify 
sensitivities and how they may be pragmatically managed?
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• 3 parameters exert order of magnitude 

• infiltration, groundwater levels, and fraction organic 
carbon

• Probability Density Functions of mean monthly temperature
and precipitation values are available from UKCP18 for any 
location in the UK and can be readily downloaded (e.g. IPCC 
Interactive Atlas, CEDA archive)

• Groundwater level and recharge projections available from 
eFLAG

• But… importance of FoC subject of further literature review

22

Key Points on Existing Model 
sensitivity 
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The Bottom Line

• Consideration of adverse climate change is a topic of acute 
industry interest.

• A lack of both a framework and details on delivery is 
evident.

• Consideration of CC should become part of regular risk 
assessment process.

• Strong regulatory leadership and policy change needed 
including 

• A clear explicit statement of regulatory 
expectation/requirements 

• A framework and guidance in which operators and 
problem holders may work

• Direction to datasets and how to apply them

• Areas of priority research 

This journey is only just starting 
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Thank you

Katie.gamlin@wsp.com

wsp.com

http://www.linkedin.com/company/WSP
https://twitter.com/wsp
https://www.facebook.com/WSPglobal/
https://www.instagram.com/wspglobal/
https://www.youtube.com/c/WSPGlobal

